Consider f(z) = /i(z)exp(-ez) (z = x + iy) where h(z) is a real entire function of finite order having no zeros in some strip [x + iy: \y-ir\ < r¡x, x > x0) (0 < i),). The author studies the power series (1)/(t + z) -2Jf_0 a"zn (r real) and the number N(tx, t2; n) of real zeros of f-n\z) which lie in the interval [t,, tJ. He proves (2) JV(t,, t2; n) ~ (T2-T,)n/(log hf (n -» oo). With regard to the expansion (1) he determines a positive, strictly increasing, unbounded sequence {»>t}?_i such that (>'t + i-«'*)/log vk -» 1 (&-»oo) and having the following properties: (i) if vk < n < f/,+ 1, then a" =£ 0 and all the a" have the same sign; (ii) if in addition "k+\ < m < vk+2> men aman < 0. It is possible to deduce from (2) the complete characterization of the final set (in the sense of Pólya) of exp(-ez).
Introduction. We consider functions of the form fiz) = «(z)exp(-e') (z = x + iy),
where /¡(z) is a real entire function of finite order satisfying the following additional condition:
I. There are no zeros of «(z) in some strip {x + iy: \y-ir\ < ij" x > x0}.
The fixed quantity tj, is positive, otherwise arbitrary.
There are no further restrictions on the zeros of «(z).
Since we may select tj, < it, it is clear that functions such as sin z or sin(z2) having infinitely many positive zeros, represent admissible choices of «(z). This paper is devoted to the study of the power series expansion /(t+z)= f a"z" (rreal),
n-0 and to the evaluation of the number of real zeros of f(n\z) in some given interval [*» tJ.
Let Fiz) he an entire, transcendental function. Since the pioneering work of Laguerre and Borel, the study of the distribution of zeros of the successive derivatives F'iz), F"iz), ..., F<n>(z), ... (4) has been the center of many important investigations.
Among the recent remarkable contributions to the subject, explicit mention should be made of the proof by Hellerstein Definition of the final set S(F). Following Pólya we define the final set 5(F) of Fiz) to be the set of all limit points of all the zeros of all the functions (4) .
It is understood that z0 G S(F) if F^"\z0) = Ofor infinitely many values of n.
In an address presented before the American Mathematical Society (1942), Pólya [5, p. 182] asserted that, in an unpublished paper, Szegö had shown that the final set of g(z) = exp(-e'') (
consists of an infinity of parallel lines, dividing the plane into congruent strips of width 2iT. In a recent letter, Pólya asked the present author whether he could supply a proof of this fact. It appears that Szegö cannot find, in his notes, any trace of such a proof and considers it to be irremediably lost. Neither Pólya nor Szegö feel inclined to undertake a new study of the question.
I believe that the form (5) which appears in the printed version of Pólya's survey [5, p. 182 ] contains a misprint and that Pólya and Szegö meant gx(z) = exp(-e').
The latter function is of the form considered in (1) and is consequently covered by the following. Theorem 1. Let fiz) be any entire function of the form (1) and let t, and t2 be real quantities such that -oo <t, <t2< + oo, otherwise arbitrary. Denote by A^t,, t2; «) the number of real zeros of f"\z) which lie in the fixed interval [t,, r2]. Then, if « is large enough, all these zeros are simple and satisfy the relation Ar(T" t2; «)-<Hrrrx)n> (7) (log «) (log «-log log «) where B = A max(l, |t,|, |t2|) (0 <A = absolute constant).
It is clear that (7) implies the less precise but strikingly simple asymptotic relation Nirx,T2,n)~^^ ("-«).
(log n)
The influence of the factor A(z) cannot be perceived in the relations (7) and (8) . A more thorough study of a certain logarithmic derivative (l/J)(aJ/dr) (it appears in our formula (7.21)) would enable us to isolate and assess this influence. For the sake of brevity this aspect of the question will be omitted.
Since Theorem 1 is applicable to the function gx(z) in (6) , every point of the real axis belongs to the final set S(gx). Moreover, in view of the periodicity gx(z) = gx(z + 2m), all the hnes y = 2km (z = x + iy; k = ±1, ±2, ±3, .. . ) also belong to S(gx). The proof that S(gx) has no other points is a simple consequence of the well-known elementary fact [6, p. 47, ex. 62] that g\"\z) = P"i">)e-W iw = e% where R"(w) is a polynomial in w whose zeros are all real and nonnegative.
We thus see that the final set 5(g,) exactly fits the description given by Pólya of Sig) and therefore strengthens the conjecture that the particular form of giz) (in (5) ) is due to a misprint.
The problem of finding the final set of a given entire function Fiz) is one of considerable complexity. As far as I know, the preceding construction of S(g,) represents the first actual determination of the final set of a given entire function of infinite order.
Surprisingly enough the following converse problem admits of a very simple solution.
Converse Problem. Let S be a given set such that oo G S and such that the image of S on the complex sphere is compact. Determine an entire function Fiz) such that SiF) = S.
Edrei and MacLane [1] have shown that it is always possible to find a solution of the converse problem having some preassigned order X (0 < X < + oo).
Quite recently, Prather [7] has studied the power series expansion of functions closely related to g,(z). He states one of his results as follows: in the expansion e\pi~ez) = S^-o0«7"' more than 97 percent of the coefficients an are not zero. Prather conjectures that, in fact, an =£ 0 for « large enough.
Suitably modified, the method which leads to Theorem 1 also yields some relevant information concerning Prather's problem. I prove: Theorem 2. Let fiz) be of the form (1) and let (3) be its Taylor expansion where t is real, otherwise arbitrary.
It is then possible to find a sequence px, v2, v3, .. .
positive, strictly increasing, unbounded and having all the following properties.
I. As k -* oo,
and more precisely, ("*+>-"*)/log^l.
II. If n > vx, then an = 0 if and only if (12) and vk is an integer.
III. For all « such that vk<n<vk+x,
the coefficients an are not zero, and they all have the same sign.
IV. // vk+x<m<vk+2,
then anam < 0.
I prove the existence of the sequence (9) by a continuity argument which gives me no information on the possible appearance of integers among its members. Hence my method does not settle Prather's conjecture. On the other hand, the expansions which may be treated are somewhat more general than those considered by Prather and, for all of them, (10) and (11) show that, in a strong and precise sense, 100 percent of the coefficients are not zero.
As might be expected, my method also gives good approximations for \a"\. These approximations are contained in formulae (8.1) and (8.2) [ §8 of the present paper].
The asymptotic behavior of the coefficients G" (Bell numbers) in the expansion
n-0 "! has been obtained, with complete success, by Moser and Wyman [4] . In view of the close connection between the left-hand side of (16) and/(z) in (1), it is not surprising that the principle of my proofs does not differ from the simple and elegant one adopted by Moser and Wyman. The present paper is not a completely trivial extension of [4] because I need to locate the zeros of f-"\z). This makes it necessary to study some asymptotic expressions as z varies (Theorem 1) and « varies (Theorem 2; to obtain the latter result « is to be considered as a continuous variable).
The possibility of using my approach to treat other questions about zeros of successive derivatives will be illustrated by the following. A detailed proof of Theorem 3 and the construction of the final set of «(z)exp (-ez) would inordinately lengthen this paper; they are consequently omitted. Since other more general theorems seem accessible by my method, I expect to return to the question on some future occasion.
1. Outline of the method and notational conventions. Throughout the paper r is a real parameter subject to the restriction |t|<D (Z> < +00), (1.1) otherwise arbitrary.
We set
where p > 0 is a parameter and <p a real variable. It is unnecessary to specify, in the notation, the dependence of H on the real variables t, p and «.
We define
and consider the partial derivatives 8>///6y = H^itp) if = 1, 2, 3).
We note, for later use,
Cauchy's formula for the derivatives yields /")(T) = JÛ-Re /""(t + pe*)e*<»> dtp. In view of the relations (1.10)-(1.13), the point f defined by (1.9) is a "saddle point".
The well-known properties of this point enable us to follow the familiar pattern known as "method of steepest descent". (A lucid description of the method is given by Szegö [8, p. 221] .) The various steps prescribed by this approach are taken in § §2-7. Rewrite (1.7) in the form /">(t) = inl/-TTpn)Re{eH^JÍT, «)} (1.14) with J(t, n) = f *«(t + pe^)expiHi<p)-Hi^)) aw.
The formula (1.14) is valid only for positive integral values of «. On the other hand, (1.15) involves an integral whose meaning and behavior are unaffected by the fact that n is an integer. Until the very last stages of the proofs ( § §8, 9, 10, 11), we shall be concerned only with the study of 7(t, «) and, consequently, may assume that « is a positive continuous variable. Partial derivatives with respect to « will frequently occur.
It is convenient to introduce £ as a continuous positive variable and to set I = e~Tn, ( Our asymptotic formulae will always refer to n-* + oo. By (1.1) and (1.16), £ -> + oo and « -» + oo are equivalent statements.
The error terms will, according to the context, be denoted by ■ein), e(|), e(_), (1.18) and we usually find it unnecessary to remind the reader of the fact that « -» + oo. The symbols (1.18) are to be understood as follows: given tj > 0, there exists some «0 = «oC7?) sucö mat n > no implies |£|<T,.
(1.19)
For the sake of clarity we shall only use the above notation if inequality il.19) holds uniformly for all t restricted by (1.1). The symbols (« > «0) following some relation mean that the relation in question is valid for all « > n$ and all t restricted by (1.1).
Throughout the paper the quantity e, which may be complex, does not have the same value at each occurrence. The symbol A denotes a positive absolute constant; K > 0 is a constant which may depend on several parameters and w always denotes a complex quantity such that |w| < 1. The quantities «q, A, K, u may have different values in different places. The results of Cauchy imply the existence of a power series such as (2.6) satisfying identically in s the relation (2.8). There are no difficulties about convergence because Cauchy's method yields \c\ < Cj (J > 1), and, if (2.4) is satisfied, I \cj\ |< < 2 C/2-V5 y < i.
The polynomial character of the coefficients c.(£) is also contained in the assertions of Cauchy. From this point on, f(«) means the unique solution of (2.1) given by Siu) = rt€e-*) = log .-log log . + ii<TT-p) + f CjsJ, (2.9)
7-1 with p fixed, . > £o > e and í defined by (2.3). The fact that there are infinitely many solutions of (2.1) need not concern us; we start from the value f(.e-''1) deduced from (2.9) for some large value of £ = .0 and follow it by continuity as £ increases to + oo. As . varies (and p remains fixed) (2.9), (2. t-ÎS-W-Th)-<213>
All the following relations are now obvious and will be stated without proof:
x(m) = p(w)cos ¥(u) = log £-log log .
log log £ , ,/tog 1°8 ¿+!*-/*! Y2 í£sn ,,,« + TT^l Throughout the remainder of the paper we always set p = 0 so that u = ..
3. The integral /(t, «) and its partial derivatives. Consider (1.15) and note that, by definition Hi<p)-Hi*) = -e*{expipit)e*)-expitiO)}-iniw-*iC)). = /J Wir, n, w)expiHiw)-Hi*)) dp, (3.3)
-^ = Jf* Z(t, «, <p)exp(tf(<p)-//(*)) dp. In the following lemma we summarize some well-known estimates derived from the elements of the theory of entire functions. For the sake of completeness we sketch a brief proof. In view of (5.1) and (2.18) we thus find (5.13) hjr + pe'*) /i(t + pe'*)
h'i-r + pe'*) «(t + pe'*) < exp(3(log «)*) (« > «0, 0 < w < it).
(5.14)
The relation (5.6) is contained in (5.14). We now return to (3.5) and (3.6) and use (5.14), (2.21) and (2.22); this yields (5.7) and (5.8).
In order to take (5.9) into account we start from «(t + pe'*) / r<p h'ir + pe'") m = exp'J -rr--¿p*'" hjr + pe'*)
•/e, «(t + pe'Y)
. , s /-»s Wir, n,w) .
A2ÍT,n)=p-^^XÍT,n,<p)d<p.
J6t /i(t + pe'*)
With the same integrand as in (6.3) we write k2(t, «) = / . n Ja. By assertion I of Lemma 5.2 we find \kx\ + \k2\ + \kxx\ + \kX2\ + \k2X\ + \k22\ = A < 3« exp(3(log n)*)ij'l\X\ dw + j"\X\ dwY (6.9)
Since, by (6.2), \X\ = exp(G(<p)-G(^)), we deduce from inequalities (4.7) and (4.8),
($l\X\ dw + f'\X\ dw < f?, expfG^J-GO*))
To complete the estimates of this section we use Taylor's formula. By (1.11), (1.13) and Lemma 4.1 we find Hi<p)-H(*) = -«(1 + H (y~^ + 2«(<p, *)«(log «)2(<p-*)3 (6.11) with |w((p, *)| < 1, provided \<p-V\ < 1/log «. In particular, with \9r*\=ilogny/2/nx/2 0=1,2), we deduce from (6.11), (2.10) and (2.14), Gi8j)-Gi*) < -i(log n)x+q ij = 1, 2; « > «0).
Hence, by (6.9) and (6.10),
A < 3tt exp(log « + 3(log «)*-y(log n)l+") |/| < f2 \Xir, n, w)\ dw < f2 exp(G(<p)-G(*)) dw < i92-9x), (7.6) which, in view of (7.4) and (7.5), implies
To obtain a good approximation of /, put
An inspection of our approximation for f shows that we could, if necessary, evaluate ill = i + g (T) (7.9)
with considerable precision; for our purpose it suffices to note that |S"(r)|=e(«) («-oo). 
Now
| f00 e-,*i+s.(r» dJ < r°° e-(i/JV aiÄT = exp(-i(log n)q+l) (7.14) K/S(«) I Jß(n)
and by an elementary application of Cauchy's theorem,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Combining (7.13), (7.14) and (7.15) we are led to /V * = í i , 7T2 r t * 11/2 + w exp(-lO°g «),+1) J9> { in log «)(1 + S.(t)) J V 4 / (|co| < 1, « > «o), and returning to (7.11) we find /(t, «) = (2ff)'/2{«(log«)(l + S"(t))}-'/2 + 6«o(log^ ?+ (H< M>«e).
(7.16) From (6.3), (6.6) and (7. 3) /(t, «) = A(t + pe'*){/(T, «) + / + *,+ k2), (7.17) and hence /(r, n) -*(r + pe"')((2T),/i{»(logn)(l + S.M)}}-'"
(I+___!»£!_!_:j W<1,,^ (7.18) [An inspection of (7.16), (7.7) and (6.12) will disclose the validity of the error term in (7.18 ).]
Crude estimates of 37/3«, dJ/dr are sufficient for our purpose. From (6.5) and (5.12) we deduce |A_(t, «)| < ^«1/2(log «)i/2 f02\X\ dw < ¿(log n)q and in view of (6.8), (6.12) and (3.4), |6V/8t| <A\hir + pe'*)|(log n)q. The arguments which lead to (8.9) also show that and by (7.21) 3í//3t = -(mr/ (log «)2)(1 + e(«)) < 0 (« > «0). (8.12) 9 . Variation of U and L: Proof of Theorem 1. Let « > «q be fixed and let t increase from t, to t2. Since « is fixed we simplify our notation and write í/(t) instead of î/(t, ri). An inspection of (8.12) shows that í/(t) is strictly decreasing from í/(t,) to í/(t2). Hence, returning to (8.1), we see that all the zeros of fin\r) in the interval [t" t2] are necessarily simple and that the inequalities The evaluation of the right-hand side of (9.4) requires some caution. As may be seen from (8.2), the correct value of Eirx, t2; n) is to be obtained by letting t vary continuously from t, to t2. We shall use the estimate To complete our proof of Theorem 1, we still require the evaluation of Tirx, t2; «). By (8.11 ) and the mean-value theorem, r(r" t2; «) = «(t2-t,)( -+ <o-^-J (9.6) \ x2 (log |)3 ) where x = log «-log log «-t + e(n) and t is a suitable value such that -D < t, < t < t2 < Z). Hence,
= Tirx, t2; «) + «£(t" t2; «), (9.8) 77 inequality (7) of Theorem 1 now follows from this relation, (9.1), (9.5) and (9.7). corresponds to (9.5) and is obtained in the same way (using (7.22) instead of (7.21)).
Beside (10.5) we also have Éir, «" «2) < Anx2/2ilog n2)q+(X/2) (n2 > «, > «0). From (8.10) we deduce that, for t fixed and « > «0, t/(«) is a continuous, strictly decreasing unbounded function of «. It will assume exactly once every large negative value. Hence it will be possible to define a strictly increasing, unbounded sequence "o> pi> "2. v3, . . . With minor modifications the method gives us the asymptotic behavior of the differences vk+x-vk. We first note that the analogue of (9.6) (which follows from (8.9) and from the mean-value theorem) is 
